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Editor’s Desk

‘Include a  critic in every activity.  He may be an irritant, but can
often be a better guide  to do  things right’

 When  certain people walk into a gathering,  the general reception
is not very warm – in fact they are viewed as the kind that always find
some flaw or shortfall in everything around them which is not seen by
anybody else till then. For the organisers or the team leaders such people
are irritants who rake up new issues to be sorted out, at a time when a
project is ready to be launched, after passing through several hurdles or
setbacks. They  are  critics or rather perfectionists who point  out  the
gap between the ideal and the real in every walk of human life.

The word ‘critic’ comes from the ancient Greek word   krités, meaning
a person who offers reasoned judgement or analysis, informed
interpretation, or observation. Criticism, in general,  means democratic
judgement over the suitability of something  for the intended purposes.
Criticism, often can also  be a tool of an anti-social behavior, such as a
passive aggressive attack. But constructive criticism, on the other hand,
is the process of offering valid and well-reasoned opinions about the
work of others with the intention of helping them, rather than  shooting
them down. But in this case, the critic also assumes the responsibity of
suggesting viable solutions as well.

Critics generally are of two kinds: who find great pleasure in pointing
out mistakes openly and drawing attention to themselves as  the ‘know
all’ kind; the others, supportive to the cause,  offer  constructive or positive
criticism. In reality, the former type could be the most powerful critics,
out of the ordinary  whose observations are likely to be  more innovative
and rarely destructive even. Mostly egoistic, they would want  their
suggestions to be  implemented as such, even if they are  not practical.
But, their negative attitudes may lead  to  the evolution of new services
or products made flawless with their  early detection skills.

Can we think of a new category of managers   trained as critics with
freedom to criticise anything and everything? The special skills of such
people could  be utilized in every  project to unearth flaws which   could
lead to economic benefits.

Trivandrum N. T. Nair
1 Sep. ’06                                                       e-mail: ekl@knowledgelines.com

 (Comments and views on  editorial are welcome)
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Indian Gooseberry
Food and Drug

Indian gooseberry is a
wonderful fruit and one of
the precious gifts of nature to
man. It is probably the richest
known natural source of
vitamin C which is readily
assimilated by the human
system. It contributes greatly
towards health and longevity.
The fruit is borne on a tree
of the same name,(botanical
name:Phyllanthus emblica),
of the Phyllanthaceae family.
Common names of this tree

and its fruit include amalaka in Sanskrit, amla in Hindi, nelli in Tamil,
and aonla, aola, amalaki, amla berry, dharty, aamvala, aawallaa, emblic,
emblic myrobalan, nellikai, nillika, and usareekai in different other
languages.

The Indian gooseberry is indigenous to India. It has been used as a
valuable ingredient of various medicines in India and the Middle East
from time immemorial. Shusrut, the great Ayurvedic authority, considers
it as the best of all acid fruits and most useful in preservation of health, as
offered by the well known Ayurvedic health preservative Chyavanaprasa
(see elsewhere). Like Ayurvedic physicians, Hakims of Unani medicine
also use it very commonly and regard it as a good medicine for heart and
bodily defects. They also use it in external applications due to its cool
and astringent properties.

The Indian gooseberry is grown as a commercial crop, primarily in
Uttar Pradesh. It also grows wild at the foot of the Himalayas and at
elevation upto 1,500 metres in South India. The tree is small to medium
sized, reaching 8 to 18 m in height, with crooked trunk and spreading
branches.

The tree flowers in the spring and fruit ripens in the winter. Indian

General
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gooseberry is globular small, round, six-lobed fruit, thick and hard in
consistency. It is light yellow in colour and is about 1.25 cm. to 2.5 cm. in
diameter. Its taste is bitter-sour. Being more fibrous than most fruits, it
cannot be consumed raw in vast quantity. A glass of water taken
immediately after eating a large fruit makes the water seem sweeter.

The fruit contains 720 mg of vitamin C per 100 g of fresh fruit pulp,
or up to 900 mg per 100 g of pressed juice.

The dehydrated berry provides 2428 to 3470 mg. of vitamin C per
100 grams. Even when it is dried in the shade and then turned into
powder, it retains as much as 1780 to 2660 mgs. of Vitamin C.

The fruit is pickled and also used as a main ingredient in several
Ayurvedic medicines. Its extract is popularly used in inks, dyes, shampoos
and hair oils.
Medicinal Value

The active ingredient that has significant pharmacological action in
amla is designated by Indian scientists as 'phyllemblin'. The other
ingredients present are gallic acid, tannins, pectin, and ascorbic acid
(Vitamin C).

It is a tonic, has a haematinic and lipalytic function. It is one of the
strongest rejuvenatives in Indian pharmacopoeia. It contains 30 times
the amount of Vitamin C found in oranges.

Fresh fruit is refrigerant, diuretic and laxative. Green fruit is
exceedingly acidic. It is also carminative, stomachic, astringent,
aphrodisiac and hemostatic. Tonic made out of gooseberry is nutritive
and  rejuvenative. It increases red blood cell count.

Amla fruit paste is
a major ingredient of
Chavyanprash, a
popular Ayurvedic
tonic. Amla is known
as amritphala in
Sanskrit, which
literally means the
fruit of heaven or
nectar fruit. It is so
called because it is
rich in many
desirable properties.
It was described in a

Indian Gooseberry*

Food Value Minerals & Vitamins

Moisture 81.8% Calcium 50 mg
Protein 0.5% Phosphorus 20 mg
Fat 0.1% Iron 1.2 mg
Minerals 0.5% Vitamin C

Small amounts
of Vitamin
B Complex 600 mg

Fibre 3.4%
Carbohydrates 13.7%

100%
Calorific Value 48
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7th century Ayurvedic medical text. According to several scholars, the
sage Chyavana is reputed to have restored his vitality with this fruit.

It strengthens teeth, hair and nails. It regulates Blood Sugar and
prevents lipid peroxidation in cell membranes It prevents premature
greying of hair and makes them strong and free from dandruff. It increases
immunity in the body. Protects against heart and nervous disorders.

Indian Gooseberry is considered useful for treatment of acidity, anemia,
biliousness, bleeding, internal colitis, constipation, diabetes, eye and lung
inflammations, problems of eyesight, fever, gastritis, G.I. disorders, gout,
gum bleeding, heart complaints, hepatitis, hemorrhoids, indigestion,
intestinal problems, liver weakness and mental disorders. The fruit is
believed to have a calming effect on the emotions., and therapeutic effects
on osteoporosis, painful urination, palpitation, pulmonary tuberculosis,
spleen weakness, stomach and colon inflammation. Its consumption helps
to rebuild blood, bones, cells, and tissues. It fights against ulcerations,
urinary, worm and vertigo problems.

Not only fruits, but all parts of the gooseberry (tree) are considered

Pace of growth in the body and circulation is hindered with advancing
age. As a correction for this phenomenon, Ayurveda prescribes a class
of medicines called Rasayanas. The effect of Rasayana increases
circulation throughout the body, day and night. Consequent
nourishment, maintenances of the cells, growth of new cells, expulsion
of the damaged cells and full nourishment of the body are expected of
the Rasayana treatment.

Of all the Rasayanas the most well known revitalizer is
Chyavanaprash.  It is said that Sage Chyavana made it to bring back
youth in an old and fragile body.

Chyavanaprash is made from Amla fruit (Gooseberry or Emblic
Myrobalan) adding 28 nutritive tonics obtained from rejuvenative,
alterative, anabolic, demulcent, vulnerary, diuretic, antipyretic and
hemostatic ayurveda herbs in a base of Rice Syrup, Honey and Herbal
butter which is cholesterol free.

Ayurveda advocates two types of treatments - one is promotion of
vigor in the healthy and the other is destruction of disease in the affected.
Rasayana is that substance which increases the oja, the complexion,

Chyavanaprash
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the glow and the essence of the seven body nutrients namely food juice,
blood, flesh, fat, bone, bone marrow, and the vital essence. Use of
Rasayana promises long life, heightened memory and intelligence, freedom
from disease, youthfulness, excellence of luster, complexion and voice,
optimum strength of body and senses. Rasayana is believed to replenish
the vital fluids of the body. The aim of a Rasayana is not merely to increase
longevity, but also simultaneously to increase one’s energy and stamina
so that one will be able to enjoy the long life.

It is specially recommended for the cure of cough, dyspnea, as a body
builder for the emaciated, for those suffering from pectoral lesions, for
the old and for children. It also subdues such disorders as loss of voice,
diseases of the chest and heart, thirst and disorders of rheumatic type.
Intelligence, memory, luster, immunity from disease, longevity, increased

sense power, amative
delights, heightened
activity of the gastric fire,
clearness of complexion,
the regularity of
peristalsis,  all these can
be obtained from the use
of this Rasayana.

medicinally useful.Tender shoots given in butter-milk cure indigestion
and diarrhea; green fresh leaves combined with curds have a similar effect.
Leaves are used as infusion with fenugreek seeds in chronic dysentery
and as a bitter tonic.

Drinking cow's milk with gooseberry seed powder added to it is a
good remedy for biliousness. Seed powder is also considered effective for
anemia, jaundice and dyspepsia.

A fermented liquor prepared from the root is used to treat jaundice,
dyspepsia, cough, etc.

A mixture of the fruit juice and sugar is prescribed as a remedy for
burning in the vagina. Juice of the bark combined with honey and turmeric
is a remedy for gonorrhea. A powder of the emblic seed and red
sandalwood is given with honey. to stop nausea and vomiting. Seed fried
in ghee and ground in conjee is applied as Lep to the forehead to stop
bleeding from the nose.
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General

Two technologies have come to the forefront for digital cinema
projection:

Digital Light Processing (DLP)
Digital Image Light Amplifier (D-ILA)
DLP Cinema technology is a revolutionary display solution that uses

an optical semiconductor known as Digital Micromirror Device (DMD
or DLP chip), which was invented by Dr. Larry Hornbeck of Texas
Instruments in 1987 to manipulate light digitally. A digital projector based
on DLP Cinema technology transfers the digitized image file onto three
DLP chips. Each of these chips is dedicated to one primary colour - red,

Digital Cinema
Conquering the Cine World

[Gist of Part I: Digital cinema exploits the use of digital technology
to make, distribute and project motion pictures. The final movie can be
distributed through hard drives, DVDs or satellite and projected using a
digital projection system based on DLP technology instead of a
conventional film projector. Digital cinema enables simultaneous release
to a large number of theatres at minimum distribution cost and prevents
generation of illegal copies through encryption technology. Digital cinema
works following three major processes – Production, Distribution and
Projection.

In the first part of this article, which appeared in the last issue, we
briefly covered what exactly a digital cinema is and its production,
distribution and projection methods and systems. ]

Projection Technology

Figure-2: Digital Micromirror Device Figure-3: DLP Control ASIC
(Courtesy: Texas Instruments) (Courtesy: Texas Instruments)
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green, or blue. A DLP chip contains a rectangular array of up to two
million microscopic mirrors.

Light from the projector's lamp is reflected off the mirrors and is
combined in different proportions of red, green and blue, as controlled
by the image file, to create an array of different colored pixels that make
up the projected image. A DLP chip's micromirrors are mounted on tiny
hinges that enable them to tilt either toward the light source in a DLP
projection system or away from it - creating a light or dark pixel on the
projection surface. This tilting of the DMD mirrors happens thousands
of times per second to reflect the movie onto the screen. These images
are sequentially projected onto the screen, recreating the movie in front
of you with perfect clarity and a range of more than 35 trillion colors.

In a 3-chip DLP projection system, the white light generated by the
lamp passes through a prism that divides it into red, green and blue.
Each DLP chip is dedicated to one of these three colors; the colored
light that the micromirrors reflect is then combined and passed through
the projection lens to form an image.

Digital Image Light Amplifier (D-ILA) technology developed by JVC,
works on a slightly different system. These projectors reflect high-intensity
light of a stationary mirror covered with a liquid crystal display (LCD).
Based on the digital signal, the projector directs some of the liquid crystals
to let reflected light through and others to block it. In this way, the LCD

Figure-4: 3-Chip DLP projection system (Courtesy: Texas Instruments)
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modifies the high-intensity light beam to create an image. This LCD
system usually has a fairly limited operational life and often suffers
progressive degradation in colour fidelity over time.
e-Cinema

e-Cinema is a scaled down version of digital cinema. An e-Cinema
can be projected in a theatre at a conversion cost of around Rs. 10 lakhs.
But the set up cost of a full-fledged digital cinema theatre is more than
Rs. 75 lakhs. e-Cinema uses single chip DLP projection system and there
is compromise in resolution and compression rate. e-Cinema theatres
can be set up in housing colonies, hotels, residential apartments for the
playback of featured content, such as advertisements, feature films, sport
events, and movie trailers, created in digital format, with a compromise
in quality. Manufacturers and the market are responsible for the standards
of e-Cinema. e-Cinema has all the advantages of digital cinema except
some degradation in picture quality.
Standards

There is no regulatory agency or trade organization that has the power
to enforce international standards in digital cinema. The Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) has established a
technology committee for digital cinema titled DC28, under the umbrella
of which a series of study groups started this year. However, these study
groups are not authorized to establish standards. SMPTE is expected to
eventually introduce recommended practices, possibly standards, for
digital cinema.

If digital cinema is to become universally adopted, we need common
standards for file formats, compression technology, encryption, color-
coding, and screen resolution. Now there are four different file formats
which rule the digital projection scene. The following are the main
compression schemes employed for the processing of image files:

QuVis Quality Priority Encoding (QPE™) wavelet compression
algorithm

Adaptive Block Size Discrete Cosine Transform (ABSDCT) - image
compression algorithm

WM9 – Microsoft® Windows Media® 9 Series codec
MPEG-2 High Definition profile
The current digital cinema standards include:
Resolution: 1920 X 1080 pixels
Image rate: 24 frames per second
These standards, once accepted by standardization committee, pave
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the way for future implementation and ensure interoperability among
servers and decoders from various manufacturers.
!Digital Cinema Advantages
!Picture quality
!Eliminate print film
!No quality degradation
!Low distribution cost
!Remote monitoring
!Simultaneous release to many theatres
!Piracy control
Current Status

More than one lakh theatres worldwide are now undergoing alterations
to incorporate high performance and reliable digital cinema solution.
There are around 800 digital cinema theatres already built up across the
world. India will also play a major role in the development and spreading
of this technology. Around 300 theatres are currently fitted with e-
Cinema; but only three theatres in India have complete digital cinema
set up, at present. Corporate giants like Essel Group and Reliance are
also planning major investments in digital cinema. So we can expect

Compliments to Executive Knowledge Lines
on its second year of publication

Jos Junction, M.G.Road, Ernakulam. Tel: 0484 2376330, 3095700
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around 2500 digital theatres in India by next year.
The Tamil movie Pudhuppettai is India’s first complete digital cinema,

which is released recently at the digital cinema theatre, Satyam Cinema
at Chennai. Real Image, a leading digital technology provider in India,
has now launched the Qube Digital Cinema System, a software-based
future-proof digital cinema solution. Real Image has signed up with 72
theatres across Tamil Nadu of which 52 are operational e-Cinemas today;
and 20 of the Digital Cinemas are under installation.

The Kerala-based entertain ment Industry leader Emil and Eric Digital
Private Limited (EEDPL) is gearing up to release its first Malayalam digital
cinema, Moonnaamathoraal directed by VK Prakash through the satellite
digital delivery system across the state. Their plan is to acquire the theatres
in Kerala by rent and to set up infrastructure for digital cinema projection.
More than 80 theatres are getting modified for the release of the digital
cinema and thus Kerala is ready to witness a revolutionary change in the
field of digital cinema.

Early digital cinema systems are bound to be very manual in nature,
without sophisticated satellite or land-based network links back to the
studios. It will take a few years for the technology to mature, not just the
projection technology, but also the delivery methods, with their associated
security and management systems. Just as technology has brought digital
cinema to the forefront, technology too may provide the way to allow
creative competition at several levels. Recent developments in Digital
Signal Processing technology has the potential to support a variety of
compression and decryption methods, by downloading code right along
with the media file.

As far as theatre owners are concerned, the main problem is the
requirement of money needed to convert a film theatre auditorium into
a digital theatre auditorium. They are reluctant to go for digital unless
compensated in some other way. The production and distribution
companies will save millions if the switch to digital is successful, but the
theatres will be conducting business as usual and their benefit depends
on the increase in quality viewers. This digital business will continue and
flourish only if it can satisfy a large mass of quality loving movie audience,
at the expense of money and technology.

‘ It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken
joy in creative expression and knowledge.’

-Albert Einstein
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Every computer  user is always worried about  the unexpected failure
of  the hard disk drive in the machine. It  is a reality and many have lost
valuable data, without getting any warning about the catastrophe in the
waiting.

Here is another situation  when  you wish if you could destroy the
HDD   in  the shortest possible time.

Suppose a   military aircraft, transporting hard drives with important,
classified information, is  forced to land near an enemy territory.  There
is no time to delete the files, or destroy  the drives  kept  in heavy-duty

steel cases   However, something has
to be done within minutes  before
the enemy  personnel    grab  the
drives, and search  them for even
the smallest trace of useful data.

Michael Knotts, a senior
research scientist at the Georgia
Tech Research Institute, dealt with
this question after a U.S. plane
collided with a Chinese fighter jet
and was forced to land near what
he called "China's premier signals
intelligence department" four years
ago. He and other researchers

developed a method for quickly erasing hard drives by cranking them
through a mechanism with a powerful magnet inside.

The device, called  the "Guard Dog" by the researchers, requires no
electricity and is powerful enough to overcome the magnetic shielding
effect of steel casings

The  National Security Agency of US has to destroy about 30,000
hard drives a year.   Presently they do it by grinding them into powder or
magnetically degaussing them  with a large electromagnet. These methods
don't work when there's little time, power, and space.

 The present  software-based "shredders" such as Norton WipeInfo
can delete and overwrite files several times to ensure that they cannot be

Technologies in
Horizon

Technologies in

Emergency Erasing of Hard Disk
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read again. However, they are not
powerful or fast enough for some
military applications. These
programs may take hours to erase
a drive and they might leave some
data behind, thereby doing  only a
partial job.

Knotts explains that when a
portion of a hard drive is found to
be unstable, the drive
automatically disables access to
that region. All programs,
including "shredder" software, are
unable to write or read from these
"sequestered sectors" and so cannot
remove data that might be left in
them. But  a determined
investigator with knowledge of how
the drive works could find these
sectors and read them, revealing a
few important pieces of data.

"For the average person,
software approaches are completely
fine," Knotts says, but a leak of even
a few words of NSA information
could be dangerous.

The Guard Dog destroys all the
data on a drive, even in parts that
computers cannot access, and it
can erase any magnetic media --
VHS tapes, DAT tapes, ZIP disks
and the like -- in the same way that
it erases hard drives, except CDs
which can be easily destroyed using
a sander-like tool that grinds off the
bottom plastic layer and cuts into
the underlying aluminum plate.

 [Courtesy: Ryan DeBeasi,
Networked World]

Phones to Run Skype
Internet Telephony

Skype Ltd.'s Internet
telephony service normally
needs a computer.  Now Philips
Electronics   has announced a
new phone that
allows users of
Skype  to make
calls without
having to boot up
their PCs.

This  voice
over Internet
Protocol (VoIP)
phone, the
VOIP841, is the
first such phone to
be based on
Digital Enhanced
Cordless Telecommunications
(DECT) technology.

 Around  this time Skype also
separately announced that
Netgear Inc. will  deliver a Skype
phone that operates without a
PC.

Typically, Skype phones work
through a computer or a laptop.
The new Philips and Netgear
phones plug into a broadband
connection jack and a standard
home phone jack. They can
send and receive Skype calls
over the Internet as well as calls
from a regular home phone
number.

[Source: www.idg.net]
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The Indian Institute of Science (IISc) is a premier post-graduate
institution of research and higher learning located in Bangalore, India.
Through its 48 different specialized Departments, it offers post graduate
and research programmes to over 2,000 active researchers. IISc is
considered the best in India in terms of research output. It also ranks
first among Indian and South Asian universities in the "Academic ranking
of world universities" conducted by the SJTU, China.

Inspired by the encouragement of Swami Vivekananda, the well known
Indian industrialist Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata took initiative to present a
proposal for setting up of an Institute of higher education in India in
December 1898 to Lord Curzon, the Viceroy-designate. The secretary of
State for India requested the Royal Society of England for an expert
opinion. The Royal Society in turn, sought the opinion of Prof. William
Ramsay, Nobel Laureate and the discoverer of Noble Gases. Prof. Ramsay
toured the country and recommended Bangalore as the ideal location
for the proposed institute. On the initiative of Sir K. Seshadri Iyer, Diwan
of Mysore, His Highness Shri Krishnaraja Wodeyar IV, the Maharaja of
Mysore donated 372 acres of land in Bangalore. The Institute started
functioning in 1909. Mr. Morris Travers FRS, Ramsay's co-worker in the

Learning
Temples of

Indian Institute of Science
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discovery of the noble gases, became the first Director of the Institute.
The first Indian to become the Director was the Nobel Laureate Sir C.V.
Raman. Swami Vivekananda, whose inspiration resulted in the setting
up of the Institute is considered as the invisible founder of the Indian
Institute of Science.

The Institute is concerned with research in frontier areas and
education in areas of current technological importantance. It is able to
innovate and introduce newer systems of imparting knowledge and
educational reforms such as offering courses under a unit system and
trying out methods of evaluation, which are highly reliable. The Institute
has been able to make many significant contributions primarily because
of certain uniqueness in its character. It is neither a National laboratory,
which concentrates solely on research and applied work, nor a
conventional University, which concerns itself mainly with teaching.

In Bangalore, the Institute is popularly known as Tata Institute. The
campus is full of greenery and wildlife. It houses all the Departments, a
health centre, two banks, six canteens, a gymkhana, three dining messes,
nine men's hostels, five women's hostels, an air strip, the Tata library, two
shopping centers and residence areas for faculties and staff.

Some notable alumni and Fellows of the Indian Institute of Science
are C.V. Raman, Jawaharlal Nehru, Homi J. Bhabha, Vikram A. Sarabhai,
Satish Dhawan, M. Vishveswaraya, Morris Travers, G.N. Ramachandran,
Raja Ramanna, George Sudarshan and J.R.D. Tata.

[CGS]
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Drinking fruit and vegetable juices frequently may delay the onset of
Alzheimer's disease. In a study,   the researchers followed almost 2000
subjects for up to 10 years and found that the risk for developing
Alzheimer's disease was reduced by 76% for those who drank fruit and
vegetable juices more than 3 times per week compared with those who
drank juices less than once per week. A lower
reduction (16%) was obtained for juice consumption
once or twice per week. Researchers say the results
suggest that a class of antioxidants found in fruit and
vegetable juices called polyphenols may have a
protective effect on the brain and help fight dementia
and Alzheimer's disease.

[Source: The American Journal of Medicine]

News Scan

‘Skeletons’ on your Mobile
Smart phones and PDAs offer the benefit of storing information, but

consumers may not wipe the data clean before selling the devices on
stores like  eBay, according to research results.

Personal banking records, corporate notes on sales activity and product
plans were among sensitive data found on pre-owned PDAs (personal
digital assistants) and smart phones sold on eBay, according to a small
sampling taken by security software company Trust Digital. The problem
is akin to one that plagues used computers that are sold or discarded
before the hard disk is fully erased.

In its sampling of 10 mobile devices purchased on eBay, Trust Digital
retrieved nearly 27,000 pages of sensitive data. The users of these devices
included the corporate counsel of a multibillion-dollar technology
company that serves the legal market, a former employee of a publicly
traded security software company, and an employee of a Web services
company.

The sensitive data was gleaned from the flash memory of the gadgets,
because the users failed to "hard" wipe their devices.

[Source: news.com.com]

Drink Fruit and  Vegetable Juice
Keep Alzheimer’s Disease Away
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Electric Sports Car Runs  400 km
Tesla Motors of California has unveiled an innovative, two-seat sports

car, Roadster,  costing around $ 89,000. It  can accelerate from 0 to 100
kms per hour in just 4 seconds. Also, it can travel 400 km on an overnight
charge from an ordinary electric socket at home. Above all, it is more
environmentally friendly than a petrol driven vehicle. While the average
US car gives 12 km per litre, Roadster’s fuel efficiency is equivalent of
52.5 km per litre of petrol.

The company has
two things in its favor,
says Elon Musk, PayPal
founder and chairman
of Tesla Motors. First,
fears about global
warming, combined
with the popularity of
hybrid cars and rising
gas prices, indicate that
consumers want cars with better gas mileage, or that don't use gas at all.

Second, the state of technology behind batteries, software and
semiconductors has improved to where electric cars can perform as well,
or better, than conventional cars.

In fact, the electric cars play into the strength of Silicon Valley. While
a  lot of the things inside the car are conventional automobile technology,
the real change is in the battery technology,  the software and the
controllers.

In a way,  the Tesla Roadster is a battery on wheels. Much of the
company's design work revolved around developing a lithium-ion battery
pack to power the car. The battery cells come from a third-party provider,
but Tesla has wrapped it into a battery pack that can deliver energy rapidly
to the car's acceleration.

Today the majority of electricity is produced by  coal-based electric
plants and battery charging is done using this electricity. Hence electric
cars can not be claimed as totally  pollution-free. Still, it is  claimed that
the Tesla Roadster will produce half the carbon dioxide per mile of a
hybrid car. Tesla is also working with solar panel companies to install
them  at the homes of  Roadster owners to help them power the car for
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The fact that ‘texting styles’ of individuals differ,  may soon  be a very
powerful criminal investi-gation tool.

Dr. Tim Grant, forensic linguist and Kim Drake, a forensic researcher
at the   School of Psychology of  the University of Leicester, UK,    are
studying how well individuals can be identified by their texting style.

This technique  was used for the investigation of murder a few years
ago. At the 2002 trial,  an alibi was broken based on the evidence that
the murderer and not the victim had sent crucial messages from her
phone. Text analyses revealed that the texts had not been written by the
victim herself, but that they had been faked to deflect suspicion from the
killer as there were a number of differences in the texting styles between
the victim and murderer. Linguistic analysis is therefore a useful tool
which can reveal secrets within the criminal investigation, which
otherwise would not be apparent. This present study aims to develop the
technique further by investigating text language and style.

The innovative  study will assess similarities and differences in texting
style, between texts sent by individuals and within and between networks
of people who frequently text one another.  Although forensic authorship
analysis is a growing area of research, this is the first study to focus on
mobile phone texting.

80 km  a day without need to draw from the grid.
Coming to specifics, the car  has only  two gears: first goes up to about

65 miles an hour, and second takes over  after that.  There is no reverse
gear - the engine is just run backwards to make reversal possible. The
silence of electric car is an interesting  issue to be tackled. There is no
grunt or growl of a conventional petrol or diesel vehicle. Hence people
may not notice its movements. Tesla engineers say  they can programme
the software running in the car to produce some noise – like the  ring
tone of a mobile -  and alert the public.

"The Tesla Roadster costs a penny per mile to drive," says  Tesla CEO
Martin Eberhard. "The electric sports car will fundamentally change the
way we drive."

 [Source: The Economist,  http://news.com.com]

Texting Language of  Criminals
New Tool for Criminal Investigation
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This piece of Leicester research will have important applications for
forensic investigation -  Being able to say who wrote a particular text
message sent from a particular phone has many potential forensic
applications.

 As texting is both a relatively new mode of communication and a
particularly informal way of using language, there is not a strong
expectation that texters will follow linguistic conventions. This freedom
therefore allows for significant individual differences in text messaging
style, and this can be used to identify the text's authors.

  This will be the first study of linguistic consistency and variation in
individuals' texting style, which also   examines the influence of peer
groups, upon writing style and texting language. Specifically, the study
will examine how one person's style is influenced by texts received from
their friends.

"Forensic authorship analysis has also been used in cases involving
disputed confession, the sending of abusive or threatening emails or letters
and in cases of copyright infringement."

  [Source: www.leicester.ac.uk
Dr. Tim Grant e-mail: TG21@le.ac.uk

Kim Drake e-mail: Ked6@le.ac.uk]

In ancient times, a king had a boulder placed on a roadway. Then
he hid himself and watched to see if anyone would remove the huge
rock. Some of the king's wealthiest merchants and courtiers came by
and simply walked around it. Many loudly blamed the king for not
keeping the road clear, but none did anything about getting the
boulder out of the way. Then a peasant came along carrying a load of
vegetables. On approaching the boulder, the peasant laid down his
burden and tried to move it to the side of the road. After much pushing
and straining, he finally succeeded. As the peasant picked up his load
of vegetables, he noticed a purse lying on the road from where the
boulder was moved. The purse contained many gold coins and a note
from the king indicating that the gold was for the person who removed
the boulder from the roadway.

The peasant learned what many others could never do. The lesson,
Every obstacle presents an opportunity to improve one's condition.

The Obstacle in our  Path
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Tech Brief

Here is another medical application of gold.
A team of researchers from the University of California, San

Francisco, and Georgia Institute of Technology have shown that targeted
gold nanoparticles combined with a subsequent laser ablation can kill
oral cancer cells. Building on their previous work that used gold
nanoparticles to detect cancer, the investigators now are heating the
particles and using them as agents to destroy malignant cells.

 In an earlier study they had showed how gold nanoparticles could
be bound to malignant cells, making cancer detection easier. Now they
are  working on  how the particles' ability to absorb light helps kill those
cancer cells.

Many cancer cells have a protein, known as epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR), distributed widely on the outside of their cell
membranes. In contrast, healthy cells typically do not produce much of
this protein. By attaching gold nanoparticles to an antibody for EGFR
(anti-EGFR), the researchers were able to get the nanoparticles to
specifically attach themselves to the cancer cells. This research points
to the way to a multifunctional nanoparticle for detecting and treating
oral cancer.

Noninvasive Cancer Treatment
Using Gold Nanoparticles

Silicon-based Laser
People have tried unsuccessfully to get electrically pumped laser light

emission from silicon for 15 to 20 years. There have been optically pumped
Raman lasers based on silicon (such as those
developed by Intel) but electrical pumping
has not yet been achieved. MIT's
Microphotonics Center,   is working on a
research project into silicon-based lasers and
nanophotonics, with a  $6 million funding
by the US Government's Dept. of Defense.

If you could put a micron-size silicon laser
on a silicon chip then there are several new
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Detect Alzheimer's Disease Early
Simple Skin Test in the Offing

According to researchers at the Blanchette Rockefeller Neurosciences
Institute in  Maryland, US, a  simple skin test that enables doctors to
diagnose the early signs of Alzheimer’s disease could be available within
five years. The test could allow doctors to intervene early on and prevent
major brain damage, they say.

Researchers have identified chemical changes that distinguish early
Alzheimer’s from other neurodegenerative disorders. Significantly, the
chemical signal is produced in skin cells as well as brain tissue, which
would make for a safe and convenient diagnostic test.

Daniel Alkon and his colleague Tapan Khan, made their discovery
while studying the inflammatory pathways that underpin Alzheimer’s
disease. They found that the brain and skin cells of Alzheimer’s patients
responded differently to the inflammatory chemical bradykinin compared
to tissue taken from patients with other dementias or neurode-generative
diseases.

 Initial Alzheimer’s symptoms, such as mild memory loss, are non-
specific. The discovery of a simple diagnostic test, however, would allow
doctors to intervene quickly with one of the new medications that are
expected on the market in the next five years. In this way, progress of the
disease might be halted before serious brain damage can occur, Alkon
says.

[www.newscientist.com,  Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences]

things that   could be done: you could connect the  multiple cores in the
chip optically, increasing speed and efficiency. By the same technique
you could connect the memory section of the chip. The effect would be
faster on-chip communications and lower power demands. The multicore
chips now powering the PCs and laptops would  be immensely benefited.

 You could also use the silicon-based laser to connect the chip to
other devices outside. Such a laser would open a whole new area of chip
design when you can use silicon based photonics.

[Source: Optics.org]
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There was a salesman travelling from place to place. He happened to
stay at a port side hotel, somewhere in US. The time was World War II.
Young draftees used to be ferried to the port for just a day or so to relieve
them of battle fatigue and to give them a chance to meet their loved
ones who would come to the port. After a day’s enjoyment, the parties
returned to their respective places.

The salesman was sitting in the lobby of the hotel, with a paper in his
hand, but watching the young draftees and their loved ones queuing up
to register at the hotel reception desk. A very young draftee, with
apparently his fiancée caught his attention. He had been giving up his
place in the queue every time a senior came over. And by the time his
turn came, there was no room left. The manager too had been
sympathetically watching the boy, but was helpless. And the boy and girl
were almost in tears.

The salesman walked over to the manager and offered to accommodate
them in his room, but the manager said it was against the rules unless
they were his relations.

The salesman then told the manager that the boy is his son and so
could stay in his room with his fiancée. The manager was only very happy
to agree as he was also sympathetic to the young pair. The salesman
signed the register declaring them to be his kin, gave the room key to the
youngster and told them he will be away till next morning and they could
have the room for themselves. The boy and the girl were crying with joy
and could not express their gratitude properly.

The next morning when the salesman returned to the hotel, he found

A Help in Time
Story
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the room kept so neatly, to make him believe that the same had not been
used at all. He smiled to himself. And later checked out and set out on
his job.

Years passed and one day while he was passing through a small town,
he met with an accident and was hospitalised there for a week. One
evening, the nurse came up and told him, a lady visitor had come to see
him. He told her that it could be a mistake, as he knew none in that area.
But the nurse insisted that the visitor had come to see him specifically.

When the lady walked in, there was a small kid holding her hand and
trailing behind. The salesman did not recognise her and told her so. But
the lady replied that she knew him and she came to know of the accident
and his hospitalisation from the local paper. Then she narrated the
incident at the port hotel years ago, and suddenly the salesman recognised
her, as the young girl in whose favour he had given his room. He was so
happy to meet her again. And casually mentioned that the young draftee
would be a captain by now. Then he saw the lady trying to control her
tears. She said, yes, he would have been a captain, if he were alive, but
had lost his life in the war and the only time they were together was at
the port hotel, thanks to the timely help of the salesman. The kid with
her was the only symbol of their union.

She took leave of him after a while. It was then the full impact of her
statement struck him. He had been responsible for their being together
and had done it without any conscious effort. He had offered his room to
them just on an impulse and had forgotten the matter totally. But years
later he had come to know the purport of his action.

And how it had enriched another’s life.
[Retold by: P R Chandran]

‘Believe nothing, O monks, merely because you
have been told it… or because it is traditional, or
because  you yourselves  have imagined it. Do not
believe what your teacher tells you merely out of
respect for the teacher. But whatsoever,  after due
examination and analysis, you find to be conducive
to the good, the benefit, the welfare of all beings –
that  doctrine:  believe and cling to,  and take it as
your guide.’

- Gautama Budha
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Energy News

$1 billion Clean Energy Fund of ADB
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has announced a ‘pipeline of

clean energy projects totalling $1 billion by 2008’.
But Greenpeace, the well known environmental campaign group,

while welcoming this initiative, has also observed that this funding will
not have the desired effect on protecting the environment, if ADB
continues to support   coal-fired generation as well.  They want  ADB to
move 100% of its funding away from coal and towards renewables and
cleaner technologies.

[Source: Renewable Energy World – July-Aug. 2006]

66000 MW of Small
Hydro - Worldwide
One GWh of electricity

produced by small hydropower
(SHP)  means a reduction of 480
tonnes of  emitted carbon dioxide.
Small hydro capacity increased in
2005 by 5000 MW
(predominantly China) to total
66,000 MW worldwide, with
38,000 MW installed in China
alone, the land of small hydros.
During  2006- 2010, China
expects to add   8,000 MW of
SHP alone per year.

Bavaria of Germany becomes the seat of world’s largest photovoltaic
(PV) array with a capacity of 32 MW, which has now started  feeding to
the grid. This PV generator covers an area of  32 hectares  and employs
a total of 57,912 multi-crystalline  solar modules from Shell Solar. The
Euro 40 million project  will be able to supply electricity  to 3300 average
homes, preventing the release of around  10,000 tonnes of  carbon dioxide
annually.

[Source: Renewable Energy World – July-Aug. 2006]

World’s Largest Photovoltaic Plant

Oil Sands as
Energy Source

Oil sands in Canada are
estimated to contain  the largest oil
deposits  outside Saudi Arabia.
Upgrading the heavy hydrocarbons
extracted from oil sands into usable
energy  is challenging but critical to
the world’s energy supply. Chevron,
one of the world leaders in
developing heavy hydrocarbons  has
invested almost US$ 2 billion  in the
last 5 years to harvest as much
energy as possible  from such
unconventional sources. [Courtesy:
The Economist, Advt.]
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A frail old man went to live with his son, daughter-in-law, and four-
year old grandson. The old man's hands trembled, his eyesight was blurred,
and his step faltered. The family ate together at the table. But the elderly
grandfather's shaky hands and failing sight made eating difficult. Peas
rolled off his spoon onto the floor. When he grasped the glass, milk spilled
on the tablecloth.

 The son and daughter-in-law became irritated with the mess. "We
must do something about father," said the son. "I've had enough of his
spilled milk, noisy eating, and food on the floor." So the husband and
wife set a small table  in the corner. There, grandfather ate alone while

the rest of the family enjoyed dinner.
Since grandfather had broken a dish
or two, his food was served in a wooden
bowl!

 When the family glanced in
grandfather's direction, sometime he
had a tears in his eyes as he sat alone.
Still, the only words the couple had
for him were sharp admonitions when
he dropped a fork or spilled food.

The four-year-old watched all these
in silence.

 One evening before supper, the
father noticed his son playing with wood scraps on the floor. He asked
the child sweetly, "What are you making?"  Just as sweetly, the boy
responded, "Oh, I am making a little bowl for you and Mama to eat your
food, when I grow up." The four-year-old smiled and  went back to work.

The words so struck the parents   that they were speechless. Then
tears started to stream down their cheeks. Though no word was spoken,
both knew what must be done.

That evening the husband took his father's hand and gently led him
back to the family table. For the remainder of his days he ate every meal
with the family. And for some reason, neither husband nor wife seemed
to care any longer when a fork was dropped, milk spilled, or the tablecloth
soiled.

The Wooden  Bowl in Waiting
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August ’05 – July ‘06
"Dual-core Processors "Cooling Solutions in Electronics "Pets - The
Stress Busters "Water Footprints and Virtual Water " WiMAX - To
Dominate the Wireless World "Bone Marrow Donors- Beware! "Glass
Facades - Energy Guzzlers "# Artificial Kidney - Relief to Many "#Daisy
- Digital Library of All Life on Earth "#Magic Square Therapy - For
Alzheimer’ s  " # Nano-crystal Solar Cells - Cheap and Ultra-
thin "Moringa- Tree with Rare Powers "Cars to run on Iron Filings
 " Internet Protocol Television "Audio Watermark to Protect
Cinemas "Short Stature Children to Benefit  "Carbon Trading-
Basics "Empty Stomach increases student’s memory "Co- conut Oil-
The brighter side "Solar energy-A technological breakthrough  "Black
Boxes for Vehicles "ATM – The genesis "Turmeric-A Panacea for Total
Cure "Ventricular Assist Device "Insomnia-Sleeplessness " Broadband over
Power Lines "Live plants emit methane "Cinema with  fragrance
"Somnambulism-Sleep Walking "3-Wheeled Scooters – For Better
Safety "AC-LED-To Revolutionise Lighting "Ion Engine–Telecom and
Telecasting to cost Less " Sinuplasty-New Method to Treat
Sinusitis "IT–Changing the Banking Scenario "Gold - A versatile
Metal "Bio-oil–Chinese initiative "Custo- mer-care words "iPods to
Podcasting "Mind Reading Computer "Flex - fuel Cars
August ’06
"Energy Ration Cards "Space Pen "Dr. Philip Kotler-Marketing Guru
"Ubiquitous Computing "Electronic Stability Control- for Safety of
Cars

Executive Knowledge Lines
Highlights of  Topics in  Back  Issues
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Journals Scan

Nikkei Electronics Asia
July 2006

Contents:
!Radio Technologies to Make Cars Safer

 The National Information Security  Center of
Japan  has set a goal to  make Japan the  nation with

the lowest  traffic accident count in the world. Their target is to reduce
the number of  traffic fatalities  to 5,000 or less in fiscal 2012. Radio
communications will be used to swap information between vehicle, roadway
and pedestrians to reduce traffic accidents. Japan, the US and Europe are all
working on improving driving safety through roadway-vehicle  cooperative
systems.
!Batteries of the Future: Thin and Bendable

The Economist
July 29- Aug. 4, 2006

Contents:
!The PC’s 25th Birthday

On August 12th, 1981, International Business Machines of New York
unveiled  the IBM 5150 Personal Computer (PC), with a starting price of
US$ 1565. It had a mere 16 kilobytes of RAM and used audio cassettes
to load and save data. Floppy disk drive was optional. After 25 years,
today there are roughly one billion PCs   in use across the world. But the
PC’s spread has been uneven: in US there are 70 PCs  for every 100
people, 35 in France…
! Alzheimer’s Disease

Alzheimer’s is both expensive and  lingering. In America, the average
cost of  looking after someone with the disease between diagnosis and
death is at least $174,000. It is estimated that  at the moment, 4.5 million
Americans have Alzheimer’s.

!The Future of Globalisation  (Leader)
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Thin and bendable batteries are already being used in products like
post cards, and cosmetics  for eye wrinkle correcting  patch with an
onboard battery. There are a number of other products  searching for
thin, bendable batteries. For example,  bendable e-paper, wearable
computers etc.
!Formable magnets for miniature motors-

To be used in hard disk drives, stepping motors etc
!Efficient hydrogen generation

To boost fuel cell output
!Variable speed permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM)

Energy- efficient alternatives  to   AC induction motors now widely
used in home appliances like washing machines.

The closing sentence of the Editorial in the August 2006 issue of
EKL raises an apparently perennial question - How to reconcile the
need for sacrifice with the natural human instinct to achieve and acquire.

I think the ancient Indian Rishis had found the answer. The opening
verse of the Isaavasya Upanishad enjoins - “tena tyaktena bhunjeethah”
which Aurobindo translates thus: “By that renounced thou shouldst
enjoy”. But the very next verse advises us: “kurvanne vaiha karmaani
jijeevishet satam samah.” Aurobindo’s translation of this is: “Doing verily
works in this world one should wish to live a hundred years” I think a
life based on the foundation of a spirit of renunciation and sacrifice
with the superstructure of intensive worldly activity is the perfect recipe
for stable happiness of individuals and harmonious welfare of society.
Kaalidaasa paints a glowing picture of such a life - that of King Raghu-
in his epic poem “Raghuvamsam.”  I think it was this science and art of life
which kept India in the forefront of the world not only in philosophy and
spirituality, but in science and technology as well as economically, for
at least two millennia.

Sadly, the prevalent economic wisdom of globalised free marketing
seems to point in the opposite direction - that of competitive pursuit
of greed by means of fair or foul. But yet, we have inspiring examples
like Bill Gates who donated a major part of his immense wealth for
charitable purposes. Contrastingly, another fabulously rich person
commented recently that he is still too young to think of making
donations for charity!

S. S. Kaimal, Trivandrum

Letter to the Editor
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Ecotourism
- Management and Assessment
Book by: Dimitrios Diamantis
Published by: Thomson Learning

Books Scan

 One of the first definitions of ecotourism is as
follows: ‘Travelling to relatively undisturbed or
uncontaminated natural areas  with the specific
objective of studying, admiring, and  enjoying the
scenery  and its wild plants and animals, as well as

any existing cultural manifestations found in these areas.’
A comparison of various definitions  indicates that  ecotourism  tends

to have  three main components: natural-based, educational and
sustainable management that includes economic, social, cultural and
ethical issues.
Contents:
!Ecotourism Management: An Overview
!Ecotourism Assessment: An Overview
!Practical Management Tools and Approaches for Resource Protection
and Assessment
!Indicators and Risk Management
!Ecotourism Certification Criteria and Procedures
!Ecotourism Policy
!Case studies of various Ecotourism Destinations like: Chile, South
Africa, Portugal, Thailand, Kenya, Vietnam, Western Australia, Texas,
Dominica etc.

Making Innovation Work
- How to Manage it, Measure it,
and Profit from it
Book by: Tony Davila, Marc J. Epstein and
Robert Shelton
Published by: Wharton School Publishing

According to the authors, over the years
somewhere along the way, the correct set of rules
of innovation have been misplaced, distorted, or
simply misinterpreted. The book lays out the tools

and processes necessary for  an organisation to harness and execute
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innovation, at the same time challenging  the prevalent misconceptions
about innovation.

Some key points are:
!The basics of innovation have not changed for centuries
!Innovation doesn’t require a revolution inside organisations. What

is needed is thoughtful construction of  solid management processes and
an organisational set up that can get things done.

!Coming up with good-to-great ideas is  the easy part; the hard stuff
is selecting the right ideas and implementing them. Even though tools
and processes do count, they must be coupled with an organisation,
metrics, and rewards that can make things happen.

!Developing new business models and strategies  is every bit
important. It is not enough to choose the right strategy once.  You have
to keep choosing the strategies to remain  successful. Starbucks who
brought in a revolution  in the coffee industry is a classic example.
Previously,  Nescafe and Folgers  were the real coffee brands. After 3
years of establishment, by 1990s, Americans started associating coffee
with Starbucks. Their strategy was continuous change in focus so that
consumers  do not grow bored.

!Innovation is not something that every company needs in large
quantities. It must match the opportunity and the competencies  of the
organisation.

The book provides guidance in doing the following innovation-centric
tasks:

!Evaluating the innovation state of a company
!Assessing the options to go forward
!Telling how to design an innovation strategy and adapt it?
!Creating a balanced innovation portfolio
!Ways to manage innovation, even by fighting organisational

antibodies – from bureaucracy to not-invented-here (NIH) syndrome
!Methods to measure and reward innovation

A woman walks up to an old man sitting in a chair
on his porch. “I couldn’t help but notice how happy
you look,” she said. “What’s your secret for a long,
happy life?” “I smoke three packs a day, drink a case
of beer, eat fatty foods, and never, ever exercise,” he
replied. “Wow, that’s amazing,” she said, “How old
are you?” “Twenty-six.”

Life
Style
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The use of cell phone is catching up very fast. In this context, it is
very important to know some  specifics about the handset we are using.
Knowing such details may help us  to prevent unauthorized use of your
handset in case it lands in wrong hands. The cell phone can also be
equipped to provide the much needed information   about next of  kin
‘In Case of  Emergency(ICE)’

1. Each mobile phone carries a unique 15-digit serial Number. This
may be given in the handbook of the handset. But, many do not take
note of it. In case you want to know this Serial Number on the display of
the handset, key-in the following sequence of symbols: *#06#.

For example, on entering the above string, the display may be :
4 3 6 2 7 4 4 4 3 9 7 9 1 1 7
That is, instantaneously, the Serial Number will appear on the screen.

Write it down and keep it in safe custody. In case your handset is lost or
stolen, you can inform this Serial Number to the service provider who
will then be able to block your handset. Even if the SIM card is changed,
the handset will be useless. Thus it is possible to  prevent the unauthorized
use of a handset,  when it is lost. This can be an effective method of
prevention of theft of handsets.

2. To get the date of manufacture of your handset together with
certain unique codes, key in the

string *#0000#.
For example, when this

string is keyed in, the display
on a handset may be :

V 5.53
04-05-06

RH-23
(c) NMP
  If some

one is
trying to

General

Vital Tips for Cell Phone Use
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sell you a mobile, you can this way find out its real date of manufacture
and take a decision.

3. It is easy and simple to have your handset carry your identity, or
information about persons who may be contacted ‘In Case of Emergency
(ICE)’. Public Safety Officials throughout the world suggest that handsets
carry a few contact numbers, preferably with names of persons, which
may be contacted, if required. These may be entered with the
identification ICE1, ICE2, ICE3, etc. (ICE for In Case of Emergency).
May the owners of handsets take a few minutes to enter such contact
numbers in their address list stored in phone. The concept of ICE is
worth popularizing globally.

The proposition that in a right-
angled triangle, the square of the
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the
squares of the adjacent sides, is
universally known as the Pythagorus
Theorem. Surprisingly enough, this
principle is seen enunciated by the
authors of Baudhayana and
Apasthamba Sutras, who are far more
ancient than Pythagorus. In the
Apasthamba Sutra, this phenomenon
has been explained distinctly as
follows:

Deerghasyakshnaya rajju: parswamanee thiryangmanee
Chayath vridhak bhoothe kuruthasthathubhayam karothi.

 (Abhasthamba 1, 4  Transliterated from Sanskrit)
The above reference provides credibility to the argument of       A.

Burk that the much travelled Pythagorus borrowed the results from
India. It is true that the authors of these Sutras did not prove this
theorem. But there is no evidence that Pythagorus proved it either. It
was only in later Euclid’s Elements we find a proof of this Theorem.

 [N.S. Mannadiar]

Truth about Pythagorus Theorem

c2=a2+b2
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Segway scooter is a self-balancing,  electric,  one-person vehicle,
considered as one of  the most innovative personal transporters of recent
times. Now  its second generation  has been unveiled. The redesigned
scooter allows the rider to steer by leaning to the right or left, rather than
by turning the handlebars. It also features a wireless electric key and
alarm system.The scooters feature two side-by-side wheels, and are ridden
in a standing position, with the rider grasping handlebars. A gyroscope
provides balance, making it fairly easy to remain in the upright
position.Officials at   New Hampshire based Segway Inc. said they have
sold tens of thousands of the first generation Segway scooters - priced at

$5,000 to $6,000 depending
on configuration - since
they were unveiled  in
2002.The scooters have
been adopted by some
police and security services
in the United States and
abroad, but remain an
uncommon site on
American streets. These
electric scooters have a top

speed of 12.5 miles per hour and take 8 hours to fully charge in standard
wall outlets. The street model can travel up to 24 miles (39 km) on a
single charge. The company also makes an off-road model.The scooters
are available in a variety of configurations for commuters and commercial
users. There’s even one designed to carry a golf bag and one of the first
U.S. golf courses to have adopted the off-road Segway is Hidden Lakes
Golf Course,   Kansas. Some of its golfers have had trouble learning to
turn, with  a couple of golfers  falling  from it.  The golfers who’ve fallen
off the carts aren’t alone. U.S. President George W. Bush fell off one
about three years ago, but landed on his feet.The experience didn’t seem
to sour him on the scooters, though. Last year he gave one to Japanese
Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi as a gift.

Segway Scooter
A New Variant

Techbrief
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Facts About Segway HT
!The Segway HT’s top speed
is 12.5 mph — two to three
times faster than the average
walking speed.
!Charging the Segway HT’s
batteries for one hour provides
two hours of operation and costs
about 5 cents’ worth of
electricity.
!Traveling downhill or
decelerating generates
electricity, recharging the Segway HT’s batteries.
!In addition to the operator, the i Series Segway HT can accommodate
10 pounds of cargo.
!The Segway HT does not have an engine, brakes or a steering wheel
— it accelerates and decelerates by responding to a person’s center of
gravity, and turns with a mere flick of the wrist.
!The Segway HT takes up about as much space on a sidewalk as a
person — its width is similar to an average person’s shoulder width.
!People who buy the Segway HT participate in special orientation classes
offered around the country, but operating the Segway HT is actually
very easy because its gyroscopes sense subtle body movements and use
them as cues for moving forward and backward.
!The Segway HT has three performance settings:
!Beginner — slowest turning rate and a top speed of 6 mph
!Sidewalk Operation — medium turning rate and top speed of 8 mph
!Open Environment — most sensitive turning rate and a top speed of
12.5 mph.
!The Segway HT can operate on a variety of terrain surfaces.
!The Segway HT has many safety features that assist in ensuring safe
use and performance.
!The non-balancing Power Assist Mode allows users to walk their
Segway HTs over slippery surfaces, up and down stairs, across steep slopes
or wherever riding is not safe and appropriate.

‘ One test of the correctness of educational
procedure is the happiness of the child.’

-Maria Montessori
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One of the major approaches in modern medicine is to analyse drug
and drug action at molecular level. For this, determination of structure
of the molecules involved is required. Determining the structure of the
target molecule involves X-ray crystallography, Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) imaging etc. The results are usually stored in text
files known as PDB files, which indicate in standard format the x, y and
z coordinates of atoms and the bonds between them. Example of a PDB
file for Ammonia is:

Molecular visualization softwares such as Rasmol, Swiss PDB Viewer,
Pymol etc can open
PDB files and display
3D structure with
virtual reality, enabling
us to study molecular
structures with great
ease. The above PDB
file will open up in
Rasmol as follows:

General

Pharma Industry Goes Digital
[Gist of Part I:     An overview of the drug development process and

its economic importance was given in part I of this article,. A simplified
explanation for a large class of diseases as being caused by a troublesome
molecule – very often proteins produced by invading organisms – was
presented. A drug is a small molecule that would selectively bind to the
trouble-maker molecule and prevent its normal activity, thus controlling
the disease. Among the different phases of drug development, computers
are today extensively used for determining/predicting structure of the
target molecule, identifying active sites (sticky spots) of the target
molecule, choosing candidate drug molecules (lead) from small molecule
data bases, ‘docking’ the candidate molecules with target molecules and
selecting the most likely drug candidates. In Part II, we will see some of
the details of these phases.]

Part II
Visual Chemistry, Courtesy:Computers

COMPND    NH3.pdb
HETATM    1  N                   0.073   0.183  -0.044
HETATM    2  H                  -0.467  -0.127   0.763
HETATM    3  H                  -0.587   0.517  -0.747
HETATM    4  H                   0.548  -0.633  -0.430
CONECT    1    2    3    4
CONECT    2    1
CONECT    3    1
CONECT    4    1
END
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Predict, Predict, Predict …
X-ray crystallography, the popular method used to determine the

structure of a target molecule,  unfortunately involves crystallization,
which is something close to black magic, which can take years and end
with failure. However, when the amino acid sequence of target proteins
are known and their homologues (found from popular web sites such as
BLAST, for instance) have known structures, then computer softwares
can be helpful in building a “homology model” of the molecule.  The
sequence of the protein with unknown structure is aligned with that of
similar sequences in such a way as to highlight their similarity. This is
known as Multiple Sequence Alignment which is done using software
such as Clustal X - the beginning of Homology modeling. The following
figure shows a multiple sequence alignment on Clustal X:

From the Multiple Sequence Alignment, the structures of highly
aligned portions are copied as the structure of the corresponding portions
of the so-called query sequence and the rest of it needs to be “threaded”
by hand, with help of softwares which predict physical/chemical
appropriateness such as folding energy. When an actual structure is
unavailable, it might always be useful to go in for a homology model than
waiting endlessly for the correct structure from X-ray crystallography.
Dock, Dock, Dock …

Once the target molecule structure is known (either determined or
approximately predicted), the “active sites” of  such molecules need to
be discovered. These are the preferred sites on the target molecule where
a small molecule can bind effectively. This is again possible to determine
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computationally. The next task is to select a lead molecule from huge
available databases such that it can bind to the active site of the target
molecule.  Many popular databases are available for this. http://ligand-
depot.rutgers.edu is an example.

Docking softwares such as Hex, Argus Lab and Autodock are capable
of docking the small molecules to selected
active sites of target molecules and give a
relative score for the binding. Physico-
chemical properties are considered by docking
softwares to arrive at docking scores.   The
figure below is from the work carried out by
Vipin Thomas, an MPhil scholar of Centre for
B i o i n f o r m a t i c s , University of Kerala, and
shows the binding of two drug molecules
inhibiting  HDAC-8, a molecule involved in the disease of cancer.

Once docking  produces positive results, the best lead compounds
are optimized, again using software. Software is also available to predict
some of the effects of the drug on the human body, through a test known
as ADME. The small number (a few tens) of molecules thus virtually
screened reduces the time and cost and increases the success rate of
later biological trials when  information about them are passed on to the
wet lab for synthesis, animal and clinical trials. This is how the cost of
drug development is cut down into almost half, by computers.

Almost all drugs in the pipeline of global pharma giants have got
computational component. Anti-influenza and Anti-HIV drugs have
been tapping computational drug design. Researchers in a  University in
Sweden have used bioinformatics software alone  to develop new potential
drug candidates against an essential enzyme of the Malaria-inducing
parasite, Plasmodium falciparum.  In India, the scope for the area has
increased tremendously because of the recent patent amendment act
which has already resulted in 400% increase in R&D investment of Indian
pharma companies. While medicines might cost more in the immediate future,
considerable benefits for the country at large, in the long term, are to be
expected.

[Dr. Achuthsankar S. Nair, Centre for Bioinformatics, University of
Kerala,

www.achu.keralauniversity.edu]
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Stratellite
The Airship to Replace Satellites

Robotics airships floated strategically at 65,000 feet up in the sky,
could soon be an alternative  to the present unsightly telecom masts or
expensive satellites to provide telecom service.

‘Stratellite’ developed by Sanswire Networks, USA,  is a specialized
‘High Altitude Airship’  capable of carrying various payloads transmitting
wirelessly high speed data and voice.  Placing a communications platform
into the stratosphere  is an idea that can fundamentally change how the
world delivers wireless telecommunications, and the way we
communicate.

Stratellites  are advanced rigid composite lighter-than-air vehicles
representing an advanced breed of high-altitude airship. Designed to
operate as unmanned autonomous or remotely piloted systems at
stratospheric altitudes, these advanced, solar powered vehicles provide
“persistence” in geostationary locations.

Advances in composite structures, photovoltaics, man-made fabrics,
electric motors and energy storage technologies have propelled today’s
stratellite far above the great, rigid airships of the early 20th century, and
have put the ‘near-space altitude’ of 65,000 feet within reach.

Due to their operating altitudes of 12-13 miles from earth, as opposed
to satellites that operate from a distant 22,000 miles away, Stratellites
can provide a superior and fully reclaimable method for operating
advanced wireless communications and monitoring services. With payload
capacities measured in tons, and the ability to return to its base station

Techbrief
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on command, the
Stratellite  provides a cost-
effective delivery system for
broadband voice, data and
video services, reducing
reliance on ”near real
time” capabilities of
satellites and the slow
download speeds of copper
based terrestrial networks.

In the US, HAA
development is being
jointly sponsored by the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) under multi-million dollar programs aimed
at delivering a demonstration airship in 2008-2011 timeframe. Currently,
Sanswire is   the only company building an advanced rigid composite
framed High Altitude Airship.

The US military is exploring stratellites for airborne reconnaissance
and homeland security. Corporations are looking at them for civilian
communications.

[For details: www.snaswire.com/stratellite.htm, other  websites ]

EKL Sudoku
Easy

Solving puzzles
helps to
improve

concentration.
Fill each row,

column and
3 x 3 grids in
bold borders
with each of

the digits
from 1 to 9

using reasoning.
                                 [BNN]
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For In-depth Information

In Forthcoming Issues

The Knowledge Capsules in Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL)
are condensed from a vast resource base and are presented in
extremely concise form, in line with the specific objective of this
magazine of serving the busy-bodies without demanding much of
their time. But, often there may be a need to learn more about them
for various purposes – further study, business, teaching…  EKL is
well organized to meet this requirement of  readers  to acquire in-
depth information on  topics covered in back issues.

Contact:  The Knowledge Executive
EKL, Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi Road
Trivandrum 695 035 Ph: 91 471 247 2928
e-mail: ekl@knowledgelines.com
www.knowledgelines.com

This  column aims to   bring out   original and creative ideas from
readers to be considered by  R&D personnel or Entrepreneurs for
development as products, systems or services for the benefit of the
society. Simplicity of operation, usage of minimum resources – materials,
energy, human effort etc - and speedy conversion from concept to
consumer  should be kept in focus by those proposing ideas which
should be truly original.

The best idea of every quarter  as judged by a team of  experts will
be given a cash prize of  Rs. 1,000. Guidance for protecting the
intellectual property may also be availed from IP experts  associating
with EKL.

Mail  your  ideas to:  ekl@knowledgelines.com , giving address, e-
mail ID, phone no. etc. Alternatively, ideas may be posted to EKL
office -  Attention: The Knowledge Executive

Wishlist Win Rs.1,000

!Electronic Display Technologies – Demystification
!Viral radio
!Temples of Learning – Of Yesteryears and Today
!Stem Cells – Regenerative Medicine
!Mangosteen – The Wonder Fruit
!Language Translation – Using Statistical  Analysis based Software
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The Last Word

Internet Search   The Background

The  Internet  is  an “infrastructure” - A “network of networks”, that
all talk the same language ( Transmission  Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol - TCP/IP). It includes e-mail, ftp ( file transfer protocol ), telnet,
WWW (World Wide Web) etc.

· The Web is part of the Internet - an Internet information system
characterized by the use of “hypertext” (A text which contains links to
other texts).
Features of the Web
! A communications protocol: HTTP – Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
! A ‘markup’ (i.e., screen display) language: HTML – Hyper Text Markup
Language
! A global document addressing scheme: URL - Uniform Resource
Locator
§ The make-up of a Web address (URL): e.g., http://www.library.ubc.ca/
home/websearch/quick.html
! Protocol: http  !Host or domain name: www.library.ubc.ca
! Path: /home/websearch   ! Document file name: quick.html
Web Search

  Understanding how to perform sophisticated searches of online
information will greatly increase the  chances of finding what you  want.
While most popular search engines let you define your search criteria in
very specific ways, they do not function identically.

Capital Sensitivity: If a search keyword uses upper case letters, the
search engine will return only documents containing the capitalized word.
For eg., if you use the word China in the search string, a search engine
that supports capital sensitivity narrows down the number of results
returned, eliminating documents that relate to china dishes or cookery.
In many instances it is better to leave keywords in lower case to allow the
engine to return results that contain keywords in either form.

                                                      (to be contd.) [VPG]

‘Exert your talents, and distinguish yourself, and don’t think of retiring
from the world, until the world will be sorry that you retire.’

                                     - Samuel Johnson
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